Abstract-Semantic similarity between words is becoming a generic problems for many applications of computational linguistics and artificial intelligence. The difficulty lies in how to develop a computational method that is capable of generating satisfactory results close to how humans perceive. This paper proposes a semantic similarity approach that is based on multi-feature combination. One of the benchmarks is Miller and Charles' list of 30 noun pairs which had been manually designated similarity measurements. We correlate our experiments with those computed by several other methods. Experiments on Chinese word pairs show that our approach is close to human similarity judgments.
I. INTRODUCTION
The research of semantic similarity between words has been an essential part of natural language processing and information retrieval for many years. Semantic similarity measurement plays an important role in natural language processing (NLP) and information retrieval (IR). It can be used to improve accuracy in an information retrieval task, to perform word-sense disambiguation (WSD), to discover mapping between ontology entities, to compute sentence similarity, and to estimate semantic orientation, etc.
A number of semantic similarity methods have been proposed in the previous decade. R. Rada [1] was motivated by the properties of spreading activation and conceptual distance, proposed a distance metric on the power set of nodes in a semantic net. P. Resnik [2] used information content to evaluate semantic synonymy. G. Hirst and D. St-onge [3] used lexical chains as representation of context for the detection and correction of malapropisms. Jay J Jiang and David W Conrath [4] proposed a semantic similarity method based on corpus statistics and lexical taxonomy. C. Leacock and M.Chodorow [5] proposed a method combing local context and WordNet similarity for word sense identification. Different similarity methods have proven to be useful in some specific applications of computational intelligence.
As a common sense, semantic similarity between words is influenced by contexts in which the words are used. For instance, if the context is "the outside covering of living objects", the skin and bark are more similar than skin and hair; however, the opposite is true if the context is body parts. We assume that the semantic similarity is symmetric, as experimental results investigating the effects of asymmetry suggest that the average difference in ratings for a word pair is less than 5 percent [6] . We do not consider the context sensitive effects to make our method not limited to some specific applications of computational intelligence.
Since the information content is calculated from the corpus, this similarity measurement can be adapted to a particular application provided that the corpus approximates that application area well. Different methods use different information sources and, thus, result in different levels of performance. The commonly used information sources in previous studies are shortest path length between compared words, information content; depth is the taxonomy hierarchy, and semantic density of compared words.
Some problems with these similarity methods are: information sources are directly used as a metric of similarity, a method uses a particular semantic metric without considering other factors. A hybrid algorithm is proposed to calculate semantic similarity based on multifeatures combination using HowNet. We carried out some experiments on a benchmark set of word pairs and took human similarity judgments as baselines to evaluate our approach.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. First some related work is discussed in section 2, and then we introduce the HowNet and semantic similarity computation method based on multi-features combination in section 3. We evaluate the method in section 4 and conclude this paper in section 5.
II. RELATED WORKS
Until now, several measurements for computing similarity between words have been proposed in the past decades. These approaches can be roughly divided into three main categories, including the distance-based measurement, the information-based measurement, and the hybrid measurement which combines the first two measurements [14] .
A. Distance-based Measurements
The main idea of distance-based measurement is to select the shortest path among all the possible paths between concepts. This measurement assumes that the shorter the distance, the more similar the concepts are. Distance-based measurements usually utilize some thesaurus taxonomy to compute the similarity.
In 1989, Rada et al [1] uses the minimum length of path connecting two concepts containing the words as a metric for measuring the semantic similarity of words. Their work forms the basis of distance-based similarity approaches.
Liu Qun [15] uses the shortest path between two primitive nodes to calculate the similarity, the formula is:
Where p1 and p2 denotes two primitives, distance(p1, p2) denotes the path length in the primitive hierarchy trees, α is a adjust parameter.
In 1994, Wu & Palmer measurement [7] calculates semantic similarity through considering the depths of two synsets, along with the depth the least common subsume (LCS) of two concepts in the WordNet taxonomy, denoted by: [5] (shortly LC measurement) calculates semantic similarity through considering the length of the shortest path that connects two concepts and the maximum depth of the WordNet taxonomy, denoted by: In summary, the distance-based measurement obviously requires a lot of information on detailed structure of lexical database. Therefore it is difficult to apply or directly utilize it on a generic lexical dataset which originally is not designed for similarity computation.
B. Information-based Measurements
Information-based measurements make use of external corpora which may overcome the unreliability of path distances and taxonomy. In fact, human judgment measurement is mainly based on people's experiences, obtained from different words used in different situations. Therefore, information-based measurements may give accurate results as long as the corpora are correct.
In 1995, Resnik measurement [2] was the first to bring together lexical database and corpora, and calculates similarity by considering the information content (IC) of the LCS of two concepts, denoted by:
If the LCS of two concepts is identical, the similarity is same. That is the deficiency of the measurement.
In 1997, in order to address the deficiency of Resnik's measurement, Jiang & Conrath measurement [4] (shortly JC measurement) calculates similarity by considering not only the IC of the LCS of two concepts, but also every concept's IC, denoted by:
Where the semantic similarity is represented by semantic distance, and they have inverse relationships, so the bigger the distance of concepts, the less similar the concepts are.
In 1998, Lin measurement [8] (shortly L measurement) uses the same elements as Jiang & Conrath, but in a different way, denoted by:
The similarity value is the ratio of the information shared in common to the total amount of information possessed by two concepts.
In summary, information-based measurements require less structural information of the lexical database, but require large corpora. This limits that it can only be used when the corpus is large and adequate.
C. Hybrid Measurements
T. Hong-Minh and D. Simth [9] proposed a hybrid approach for measuring semantic similarity which is derived from the information-based measurement by adding depth factor and link strength factor. Zhou [10] proposed a hybrid measurement which combines the path length and IC value in 2008. Although the existing hybrid measurements make use of the merits of distance-based measurement and information-based measurement, but their accuracy is not very close to what human perceives. The reason needs further investigation.
III. HOWNET BASED COMPUTATION
The semantic similarity computation mainly depends on some thesaurus taxonomy. For English, WordNet [7] is the most popular and valuable resource. For Chinese, there is a knowledge base called HowNet [8] . Differences and arguable advantage of HowNet over WordNet are described by Dong [12] as follows. (1) WordNet is human oriented; (2) WordNet is word based but HowNet is concept based; (3) The atomic unit of WordNet is synset but that of WordNet is sememe; (4) WordNet is defined with natural language but HowNet is represented by structural markup language. These characteristics make HowNet friendly for computer systems including word similarity measuring.
A. The Overview of HowNet
HowNet is an online bilingual common sense ontology describing semantic relationships between concepts and semantic relationships between the attributes of concepts. It is composed of one concept lexicon file and elevenconcept feature files. HowNet has adopted 1500 sememes to describe all Chinese words, these sememes can be organized into several classes:
(1) Event (2) Entity (3) Attribute (4) aValue (5) Quantity (6) qValue (7) SecondaryFeature (8) Syntax (9) EventRole (10) EventFeatures For these sememes, we can classify these into three groups: the first group includes (1) to (7) which called "basic sememe" to describe semantic features of a single concept; the second group only includes (8) so-called "syntax sememe" to describe the syntax features of the Chinese words, mainly is the part-of-speech; the third group includes (9) to (10) so-called "relationship sememe" to describe relationships between concept pairs.
Besides sememe, HowNet uses a set of symbols to describe the semantic meanings of a concept. These symbols are divided into several categories: the first one is the "logic symbols" which is used to represent the logic relationships between semantic descriptions, including the following: , ~ ^; the second one is the "relationship symbols" which is used to represent the relationships between concepts, including the following: # % $ * + & @ ? !; the third category is the "special symbols" which can not come under the logic or relationship symbols, including: {} () []. There are two ways to represent relationships between concepts: using "relationship sememe", or using "relationship symbol" of concept relationships. The former is similar to deep-layered relationships, and most of the latter ones are the inverse of the deep-layered relationships. An excerpt of HowNet description language is shown below in Table Ⅰ .
Sememes are the smallest basic units to describe concept, and there are many complicated relationships among sememes, such the following: hypernymhyponym, synonymy, antonym, converse, attribute-host, material-product, and event-role. The relationships among sememes compose a complicated network, but not a pure tree-structure. The most important relationship in sememe relationships is hypernym-hyponym. According to the hypernym-hyponym, all the "basic sememes" compose a sememe layered system.
B. Sememe Depth Similarity
Intuitively, semantic similarity between sememes or items should be varies according to depth of sememe node. Suppose there are two sememe nodes which have the same path length. The deeper the position of two sememe nodes in the hierarchy tree is, the more similar two sememe nodes are. For instance, the length of path between "animal" and "plant" is 2; while the length of path between "mammals" and "reptile" is also 2; the former sememe pair is in the topper of hierarchy taxonomy tree. The latter sememe pair is in the deeper of hierarchy taxonomy tree. So the similarity between latter sememe pair is larger than the former sememe pair.
Definition1: Depth of tree root node is 1; others' depth of node is the parent node's depth plus 1.
Definition2: Suppose two sememe node's depth is DA and DB; if two sememe node is the same, the Sim_depth Take the above diagram 1 for example, Sim_depth('entity', 'physical')=1/3; Sim_depth('animate', 'animal')=(4-1)/(6-1)=0.6; Sim_depth('beast', 'fish')=1.
C. Sememe Width Similarity
Semantic similarity varies according to the number of children from its parent node in the sememe trees. The higher sememe density of local area indicates parent node has more number of children nodes. Hence, the less information will be inherited from its parent nodes, also demonstrate the more dissimilarity between these two sememe nodes.
Definition 3: The width of leaf node is 1; others' width of node is the number of children from its parent node. Definition 4: if one node is identical to another node, Sim_width(A,B)=1; if node A is the ancestor of node B or node B is the ancestor of node A, the Sim_width (A,B) is the reciprocal product of the shortest path on all node width; if two node have no relationship about ancestor, the Sim_width (A,B) is the semantic similarity of its parent node divided by the product of its parent node's width.
Diagram 1 used as an example, Sim_width('animate', 'animal') = 1/(1*2*5)=0.1.
D. Sememe Density Similarity
From another point of view, sememe similarity varies according to the density of local area which sememe in, the higher sememe density of local area is, the more detailed classification of the concept nodes are. Therefore, the greater semantic distance between two nodes is, the more similar the two sememe nodes are.
Definition 5: The density of sememe node is defined as the number of nodes in a subtree with the current node as root divided by the number of nodes in a subtree with the current node's parent as root.
For instance, the sememe density similarity between animate and animal is 6/9. The sememe density similarity between animal and beast is 1/6.
E. Sememe Overlap Similarity
From the point of view with sememe overlap similarity, the semantic similarity between two sememe nodes should have something with its information overlap degree in the sememe trees. The more sememe overlap extent is; the bigger sememe similarity is. In diagram 2, the shortest path between node 3 and node 8 is the same as the shortest path between node 3 and node 5. The sememe similarity is the same using Liu [15] algorithm; but intuitively, the bigger similarity of the overlap degree of node is, the bigger similarity of sememe node pairs is. The sememe similarity between node 3 and node 5 is bigger than the sememe similarity between node 3 and node 8 since the sememe overlap degree between node 3 and node 5 is bigger than sememe overlap degree between node 3 and node 8.
Definition 6: The shortest path between node A and root node is denoted LA, the shortest path between node B and root node is denoted LB, the shortest path of node A to root node and the shortest path of node B to root node overlap path denoted by C; the sememe overlap similarity is calculated as follows:
Based on this algorithm, the sememe overlap similarity between node 3 and node 5 is: (2*4)/(4+6)=0.8; the sememe similarity between node 3 and node 8 is: (2*3)/(4+4)=0.75.
F. Sememe Similarity Based on Multi-feature Combination
From the aforementioned analysis, only considering a single factor is not comprehensive. Taking all these factors into consideration, we propose a sememe similarity computation method based on multi-features combination, the formula is: 
G. Proposed Semantic Similarity Algorithm
Semantic similarity means the similar degree between two words and can be represented as a real number in domain [0, 1]. Two words with identical DEF (Definition) will get the similarity of 1.0. Liu et al proposed an approach for calculating Chinese words semantic similarities based on HowNet is as follows [11] .
For two words W 1 and W 2 , if there are n "sense" (concept) S 11 ,S 12 ,…,S 1n , included in W 1 , and there are m "sense" (concept) S 21 ,S 22 ,…,S 2m included in W 2 . The similarity between W 1 and W 2 is defined using maximum similarity of every "sense" included in W 1 and W 2 respectively, as in Formula (1):
"Sense" is represented by "sememe" in HowNet, then, the "sense" similarity can be deduced from the "sememe" similarity. The similarity calculation is obtained with the approach proposed in literature [15] , similarity between semantic expressions of two concepts is defined as in Formula (2) We modify the strategy proposed by Liu [15] which assumes that the similarity between two sememes only depends on the distance between them. The sememe similarity computation is adopted section F method.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Dataset and Measurement
Rubenstein and Goodenough [12] established synonymy judgments for 65 pairs of nouns. They invited 51 people to assign every pairs a score between 0.0 and 4.0 to indicate semantic similarity. Miller and Charles [13] followed this idea and restricted themselves to 30 pairs of nouns selected from Rubenstein and Goodenough's list, divided equally amongst words with high, intermediate and low similarity.
To evaluate our algorithm on the efficiency of measuring semantic similarity between Chinese words, we translated R.G.-65 dataset into Chinese manually.
B. Experimental Results
We use the human measurements of RG's experiment and MC's experiment as the baseline. We choose some nouns from the MC's list of 30 nouns since some English words cannot be translated into Chinese properly. We compute the correlation coefficient between the human judgments and the measures achieved by our approach. Table Ⅱ shows the semantic similarity based on sememe depth similarity, sememe width similarity, sememe density similarity and sememe overlap similarity, compared with the Miller and Charles' semantic similarity value and give the correlation value. We compare the proposed approach with some classic semantic similarity methods, and the result is show in Table Ⅲ 
C. Discussion
The results of the experiment confirm that our approach based on multi-feature combination provides a significant improvement over the traditional method. The results from the Table 2 show that semantic similarity approach which based on density or overlap outperform the semantic similarity approach which based on depth or width. Although the semantic similarity approach which based on density has a high correlation in these test set, but the overall correlation of semantic similarity approach which based on multi-feature combination is higher.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Liu [15] proposed a HowNet based lexical similarity calculation approach, but this algorithm only takes the sememe shortest path into consideration. To address this problem, this paper has presented a semantic similarity computation method based on multi-features combination using HowNet, the measure is obtained from sememe hierarchy structure, quantifying semantic path between sememes, considering the sememe depth similarity, sememe width similarity, sememe density similarity and sememe overlap similarity, then combining these factors into a single measure on the notion of sememe similarity degree. Experiment results show that our algorithm is comparative with other classic similarity algorithms, with the results closet to human similarity judgments.
In the future, some other factors which affect accuracy of semantic similarity will be explored. We will conduct more experiments to find out the factors which influence the similarity value. We will concentrate on a hybrid semantic similarity computation method between word pairs which uses some thesaurus taxonomy to generate satisfactory results which are more close to what human perceives than we can achieve in this paper.
